How to get to Graduate College

Private Vehicle

Entrance from Pioneer North Road:
Via PIE Expressway: Follow PIE to Pioneer North Road. Take exit 38 from PIE turn to Lien Ying Chow Drive then to Nanyang Drive and turn into carpark E.

Via ECP/AYE Expressway: Drive towards AYE Jalan Ahmad Ibrahim. Take Exit 18 from AYE. From Pioneer Road North turn to Lien Ying Drive then Nanyang Drive and turn into Carpark E

Entrance from Jalan Bahar:
Via JALAN BAHAR: Drive towards Nanyang Ave turn to Nanyang Drive and then turn into Carpark E.
By Private Vehicle

1. After going into Carpark E, you will pass by: Singapore Centre for 3D Printing
2. Turn Left and you will see Block N3.2, then turn right
3. After turning right, you will pass by Ocular Therapeutic Engineering Centre. Turn right again.
4. Then you will see a Lift beside: Singapore Centre For 3D printing Building & Construction Lab
5. Take the Lift SL2 up to level 1
6. Walk straight (Follow Arrow Direction)
7. You will see Graduate College
Public Transport

By Mrt and Public Bus: Take green line Mrt and alight at Boon lay Station. Proceed to Boon Lay Bus interchange and board the Bus No. 179. Alight 11 stops later at Lee Wee Nam Lib and walk to Academic Block North (ABN).
By Public Transport

1. Take the stairs up
2. Turn left and walk straight
3. Turn left & take the stairs up
4. Turn right after global lounge
5. Walk straight and turn left
6. Next, after you see Directory. Turn Left.
7. When you see School of Mechanical & Aerospace, walk through the door.
8. Then you will see Robotics Research Centre. Turn Right.
9. Walk straight along the pathway
10. Turn Right to ABN
11. Then turn left to Graduate College
12. Graduate College